Cloud Migration + Enablement
Why and how to successfully transition to the cloud

Nothing is more critical to your business than a coherent, de-risked
cloud strategy. The problem is knowing where to start. Cloud offerings
are increasing and already confusing vendor space is becoming difficult
to navigate. We can help you map out your strategy, prioritize your cloud
enablement objectives, and speed your adoption of the right cloud
services for your business.

What is Cloud Enablement?
The IT industry is repositioning infrastructure, databases, and applications to
take advantage of cloud economics. This is a huge undertaking, but absolutely
critical to realize cloud benefits. IT infrastructure needs to be retooled from on-prem
bare metal to cloud-ready virtual machines. Databases and applications need to be
analyzed and prepped for migration to PaaS and SaaS offerings. Working through these cloud
enablement tasks with an experienced partner helps insure a successful outcome.

The Value
• Cloud economies of scale
are powerful enablers
• Today's business analytics
and AI tools require cloud
resources and scale

The Proof

The Outcomes

• Cloud IaaS and PaaS services
can lower operational costs
by 20–30 percent

• Configure your deployment
in a way that makes the most
sense for your organization

• Cloud services is faster to
market and cost effective

• Scale resources up or down
for your application needs

What the industry is saying

The Capax Difference

"Hybrid cloud solution providers can help enterprises successfully
achieve digital transformation by enabling them to focus on innovative
and transformative software development. By choosing to leverage a fully
managed and integrated hybrid cloud platform, companies are freed from
the responsibility of building and operating complex infrastructure."
— Forbes

We'll also help you transition
and transform, leveraging our
experience with successful cloud
solutions—we know what works.

At Capax Global, our team has an unmatched background in commercial application development which makes our modern application
development, data platform modernization and advanced analytics practices enterprise class. We will be with you for your entire journey,
no matter where you are starting from, using our IDEA-based approach: Innovate, Design, Execute, and Achieve.
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